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Turning a Sphere Inside Out, 
dir. Nelson Max, 1977. 
Charles Pugh’s chicken-wire
models of sphere eversion.
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Inside: Out
ALMA STEINGART

The word “image” is in bad repute because we have thoughtlessly believed
that a design was a tracing, a copy, a second thing, and that the mental image
was such a design, belonging among our private bric-a-brac. But if in fact it
is nothing of the kind, then neither the design nor the painting belongs to
the in-itself any more than the image does. They are the inside of the out-
side and the outside of the inside, which the duplicity of feeling makes pos-
sible and without which we would never understand the quasi presence and
imminent visibility which makes up the whole problem of the imaginary.

—Maurice Merleau-Ponty1

“The reason I was doing it was because I was trying to understand the geometry
that’s implied by Steve’s theorem. Steve’s theorem is completely abstract and
does not mention too much geometry in it. At least you can’t see the geometry.
These models are an attempt to see what’s going on.”2 Sporting a crimson turtle-
neck, shoulder-length hair, and verdant beard, mathematician Charles Pugh ges-
ticulates as he explains to physicist Judith Bergman what inspired him to spend
hours of his free time constructing 1.6-foot chicken-wire models of a solution to
a topological problem known as the sphere eversion: turning a sphere inside out.3

Both Pugh’s sartorial choices and the 16 mm film’s desaturated colors and tinny
tones mark it as a product of the mid-1970s. Topological models hang from the
ceiling behind Pugh, suspended from the walls of the newly opened Evans Hall,
home to the department of mathematics at the University of California, Berkeley.
Running the length of the wall, a succession of green, blue, and brown squares
mounted behind the models ensures that the sculpted forms are clearly visible
and do not recede into the wall behind them. Sitting on a computer chair to
Pugh’s right, Stephen Smale (who proved the theorem in 1957) interjects into the
conversation. The camera moves to the left as Smale smiles and adds, “I take
exception to you saying that my theory is completely abstract.”4 The two men
laugh, as Pugh partially concedes, “yes, in principle, you can make geometric
models from your theory. However,” he is quick to add, “no one was able to.”5 The
friendly squabble is quickly left behind, as Pugh moves on to explain how he
built his models.
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In Smale and Pugh’s brief interaction, I detect two modes of mathematical
engagement, which can broadly be described as an abstract and generalized
approach on the one hand and a concrete and perceptual one on the other. One
of the clearest examples of how mathematicians in the second half of the twentieth
century have actively sought to merge the two and move beyond mere symbolic
reasoning is the history of the sphere eversion, which has challenged mathe-
maticians’ apprehension and perception for the past five decades. By following
this story, I examine how these mathematicians traffic between the theoretical
and the tangible, an idea and its instantiation, the abstract and the concrete.

The models Pugh displayed at Berkeley were neither the first nor the last solu-
tion mathematicians have devised to the sphere eversion problem. Like a classic
novel adapted over and over again for screen and stage, during the past half-century
mathematicians have constructed several solutions to the problem and have done
so in multiple media. They have drawn the eversion on paper and modeled it in
clay, chicken wire, plaster, fiberglass, and even ice. And they have programmed
the eversion time and time again on computer screens.

What inspired mathematicians repeatedly to return to the same topological
problem? Those who worked on the problem have overwhelmingly noted that
their main motivation was a desire to see a sphere eversion. But despite their
reliance on material and virtual models, their desire to see was never restricted
to their wish to perceive the deformation with their eyes. As Pugh explained, his
models provided means with which to “understand the geometry” implied in the
theorem. To see, to understand, and to visualize were all used interchangeably by
the mathematicians whose work I detail here. For them, seeing was never
restricted to sensorial perception, visualizing was not confined to the sense of
sight, and understanding was always enmeshed within a multitude of bodily per-
ceptions.6 Seeing entailed a theoretical comprehension, and visualizing implied
embodied apprehension. For the mathematicians who over the decades worked
on this problem, the cognitive and sensorial were constituted in tandem.

Material practices have played an important (albeit too often neglected) role
in the long history of mathematics—especially in geometry. From early Greek 
diagrams of Euclidean proofs, to geometrical treatises of the Middle Ages, to early
modern mechanical instruments, to nineteenth-century three-dimensional string
and plaster models of geometrical surfaces, historians have noted the prevalence
of material artifacts in the production and dissemination of mathematical knowl-
edge.7 However, with the rise of mathematical modernism at the end of the nine-
teenth century, visualization techniques were for the most part banished from
mathematics.8 The rise of non-Euclidean and higher-dimensional geometry in the
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Top to bottom, left to right: 
Bernard Morin. Plaster model 
of sphere eversion, ca. 1960s.
Courtesy Anthony Phillips. 

“Turning a Snowball Inside Out,”
from the Fourteenth International
Snow Sculpting Championships,
2004. Courtesy Carlo H. Séquin. 

Turning a Sphere Inside Out, 
dir. Nelson Max, 1977. 

Alex Kozlowski and Carlo H.
Séquin. Model of sphere eversion
created with 3-D printer, 2004.
Courtesy Carlo H. Sequin. 

Cover illustration, Scientific
American, 1966.

George Francis. The tobacco
pouch eversion, 1980. 

Jim Blinn. Computer rendering
for Turning a Sphere Inside Out,
1976. 

A computer rendering produced
as part of the work on Outside In,
1994. © The Geometry Center. 

John Hughes. A computer imple-
mentation of Bernard Morin’s
eversion, 1989. 

The Optiverse, dir. John M.
Sullivan, George Francis, and
Stuart Levy, 1998.
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nineteenth century transformed geometry: no longer merely the study of the lived
physical world, geometry instead became the study of abstract space. And not just
geometry—by the end of the century mathematics more broadly began to be con-
ceived of as the study of arbitrary axioms bearing no necessary relation to the world.9

Consequently, mathematics bifurcated into pure and applied domains.10 The
emergence of pure mathematics as an independent field of study was perfectly
complemented by the rise, at the turn of the century, of structural objectivity,
which, according to Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, eschewed all “images,
whether they are perceived by the eye of the body or that of the mind.”11 A for-
malistic and axiomatic approach increasingly dominated mathematics, to the
extent that soon mathematics was widely defined as the science of structures.12

This transformation, which espoused generalization and unification above all,
accounts in part for the diminishing role of illustrations and models in mathe-
matical practice.13 According to historian of mathematics Herbert Mehrtens,

the neglect of 3-D models (and 2-D diagrams) during most of the twentieth
century is closely related to the dominance of mathematical modernism
with its preference for general theory, symbolic formalism, and the treat-
ment of mathematical theories as worlds of their own without an immedi-
ate relation to the physical world around us.14

In lieu of the perceptual world, abstraction reigned.15

For the American mathematical community, this trend toward abstraction and
generalization was especially pronounced. Unlike its European counterpart it did
not have a long tradition of research in applied mathematics. Even after World
War II, and despite bitter internal fights, most American mathematicians contin-
ued to promote the study of mathematics as independent of the physical world.16

Defined in opposition to applied mathematics, pure mathematical research 
maintained its autonomy by continuing to espouse a generalized and theoretical
approach to mathematical research. The “essential condition” of the growth 
of mathematics during the twentieth century, Marshall Stone proclaimed in 
1956, was that mathematicians “recognized and acted upon the fact that mathe-
matics is not closely bound to the material world or to the physical reality—
if, indeed, it is bound at all.”17 The future of mathematics could be found not 
only in “technical virtuosity” but in “abstraction and universality.”18 As such, 
twentieth-century mathematics departed from the particular, the concrete, and
the sensually apprehensible.

In the exchange between Pugh and Smale, one can detect a noticeable under-
current, a growing trend among mathematicians in the 1970s to resurrect and
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reestablish the perceptual aspect of mathematical practice.19 This was done not
in the name of objectivity but to reclaim additional ways of mathematical sense-
making that extended beyond formalism.20 When Pugh explained to Bergman
that “Steve’s theorem is completely abstract,” he did not question the veracity of
the work, its claim to mathematical certitude; rather, he sought to find a more 
tangible articulation of it. His models, and the various computer animations that
followed them, were intended not as a replacement but as a supplement, a means
of achieving a more immediate apprehension.

The history of sphere eversion, therefore, is a particular example of a wide-
spread mode of mathematical practice that I term mathematical manifestation. 
I use this term to mark the concrete, demonstrable, exemplary, displayable, and
presentable aspects of mathematical research.21 Beyond their use in pedagogical
work or as an aid to theorem-proving, manifestations are generative and denote
the way mathematicians use material explorations to approach and generate
embodied understanding of otherwise abstract principles.22 I use manifestation
rather than the more commonly used visualization to signal that seeing is only
one of several ways in which mathematicians work to attain an embodied, expe-
riential understanding of mathematical concepts and objects.23

The story I here detail tracks and in some ways recapitulates in miniature a
history of animation. In their efforts to model the sphere eversion, topologists
progressed from a zootrope approach, to stop-motion or Claymation-style ani-
mation, to computer graphics interpolation, and finally to fully programmable
three-dimensional computer animation.24 Theoretical developments in topology
and advancements in computer graphic technology propelled their attempts.
However, tracking these successive attempts, I focus less on how each new itera-
tion amended and improved the one that came before it and more on how each
mediated approach both assumed and cultivated a specific mode of mathematical
apprehension. The first attempts to represent the deformation through line-
drawn illustrations used optic projection to place mathematical observers at a
distance from the object of their investigation. These drawings required that
mathematicians imaginatively meld each discrete drawing to the next to produce
the effect of seamless movement. The gap between mathematician and topologi-
cal object diminished when mathematicians next began building physical 
models of the eversion. Their imaginations still labored to embed discrete models
in an animated topological process, but instead of projective vision, tactile and
kinesthetic sensation evinced this transformation. The third attempt to model 
the eversion, using computer graphics to interpolate from one static image to the
next, merged the optic and the tactile in a mode of haptic visuality.25 Finally, vir-
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tual reality placed the mathematician inside an immersive and agential environ-
ment. Here, movement does not appear in front of but rather engulfs the observer.

The Phenomenological Sphere
The sphere eversion problem belongs to the field of topology, which can be
loosely defined as the field that studies the properties of geometric objects that
are preserved under continuous deformation. The field is relatively young.
Although some topological notions can be traced back to the eighteenth century,
the origin of the field is most often dated to the work of Henri Poincaré at the end
of the nineteenth century. From a pure disciplinary perspective, the field began
coalescing during the first two decades of the twentieth century, when mathe-
maticians began to expand Poincaré’s ideas.26 As such, topology, with its empha-
sis on generalizations and abstractions, can safely be classified as one of the
modern subfields of mathematics. As historian of mathematics Jeremy Gray notes,
despite the fact that “topology can be given almost a kindergarten feel at times,
[it] is actually a highly abstract subject in which the objects and methods are
often inaccessible without axioms.”27 Despite the seemingly intuitive conception
of the field as dealing with the deformation of objects in space, the study of topol-
ogy advanced by considering the algebraic properties of these surfaces.28

Topology is often described as “rubber-sheet-geometry” since surfaces can be
“twisted” and “stretched” but cannot be “torn” or “punctured.” Thus, from a
topological (as opposed to a geometrical) point of view, a circle and an ellipse are
equivalent because one can be deformed to the other. Stated more accurately, one
can construct a one-to-one map between points on the circle and those on the
ellipse, a map that translates nearby points to nearby points. The sphere eversion
problem poses a deceptively simple question: Can you take a sphere and turn 
it inside out without tearing, puncturing, or creating creases in its surface?
Mathematically, it asks whether there exists a regular homotopy between the
sphere and its eversion.29 A differential function from the standard round spher-
ical surface (S2) to three-dimensional Euclidean space (R3) is called an immersion
of the sphere if its derivative taken at any given point on the sphere is injective. A
regular homotopy is a family of continuous immersions whose partial derivatives
with respect to position and time are continuous. The notion of a homotopy,
which was first introduced by Poincaré, is useful for topologists as an invariant
that enables them to classify surfaces up to a given equivalence.30

Over the years mathematicians have described the problem in several popular
accounts. In translating formal mathematics into plain language, these descrip-
tions are remarkably uniform: “Imagine that the surface of the sphere is made out

Netta Steingart. The inadmissible
solution to sphere eversion, 2013.
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of rubber like a hollow ball,” begins one such rendition. “If we make a hole in the
ball we can turn it inside out through the hole.” However, the author quickly adds
that such a move would have “destroyed the surface.”31 Thus, in order to explain
the intricate complexity of the problem, the first thing to establish is which defor-
mations are permissible and which are not. Tearing the surface is not allowed,
but letting two surfaces pass through one another is acceptable. “A physical sheet
of rubber can never cross itself, but a mathematical surface in space can.”32 The 
definition of immersion given above is not a one-to-one function. That is, two dif-
ferent points of S2 can be mapped to the same point in R3. Throughout the defor-
mation, a single point in space can be the meeting point of two or more planes.

If no further restrictions existed, then the problem would not be too difficult
to solve; as one account declares, “a solution suggests itself.”33 The inadmissible
solution, which is repeated in every portrayal, involves pushing two opposing
regions of the sphere (the “north pole” and the “south pole”) through one another.
However, topologists are quick to point out that as the two poles move through
one another a ridge slowly forms across the equator that eventually results in a
crease just before the deformation is complete. The crease is “disagreeable” and
“displeasing to differential topologists,” because the surface is no longer smooth.34

Smoothness is the requirement that the partial derivatives are continuous in rela-
tion to time and position.

At one time most mathematicians believed a sphere could not be everted.35 Yet,
in 1957 Smale surprised the mathematical community when he published a
paper in the Transactions of the American Mathematical Society formally prov-
ing that a sphere could be turned inside out following the rules of topology.36 If
theorem-proving was the sole goal of mathematicians, then Smale’s publication
should have brought an end to their interest in the problem. After all, Smale
showed once and for all that a regular homotopy existed. Yet just the opposite
happened. Smale’s proof demonstrated that a way to turn a sphere inside out
must exist, but, as Pugh noted, it did not indicate how to do so. Mathematicians
who read Smale’s paper and followed its proof knew a sphere theoretically could
be turned inside out, but they did not know howor why. What Smale had proved
was a broader and more robust theorem concerning the classification of immersed
spheres. According to Smale, when he realized that the theorem he was trying to
prove implied a sphere could be turned inside out, he tried to find an explicit
solution. His numerous attempts were futile, but he became convinced that a
solution, contrary to common belief, must exist. Smale noted that these attempts
gave him the “confidence to go ahead and complete the analytic proof required
by the general theory.”37
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Nonetheless, most mathematicians who read Smale’s paper were left wanting
a direct demonstration.38 Thus, instead of putting the problem to rest, the publi-
cation of Smale’s paper only ignited further interest in the problem as mathe-
maticians turned their attention to finding explicit solutions. In trying to manifest
these solutions, the main problem mathematicians faced was how to depict a con-
tinuous transformation in three dimensions. In the 1960s, mathematicians worked
with drawings and sculpted three-dimensional models. Beginning in the 1970s,
most efforts coalesced around the rise of computer graphics, making the problem
emblematic of the growing use of computer visualization in mathematics. As
some mathematicians and computer graphics specialists described the problem,
“If a rendered teapot is the classical subject of computer graphics, sphere ever-
sion is the ‘teapot’ of visualizable geometry.”39 Nonetheless, more than being just
a way of registering and demonstrating developments in computer graphics mod-
eling of topological surfaces, successive animations of the sphere eversion became
a way of conceiving of and constructing a new kind of topological observer, one
attuned to a qualitative rather than quantitative investigation of space.

“The Theorem Was, ‘Wow! We Can Understand It’”
In 1964, Anthony Phillips was completing his dissertation at Princeton University
under the supervision of mathematician John Milnor when he devised a new
proof that spheres could be turned inside out.40 Like Smale, Phillips was able to
show that a regular homotopy exists but not what it might look like. This was not
great news for Phillips, as he was already familiar with Smale’s result. However,
once he proved it himself he became fascinated with the question of how to visu-
alize the process. Phillips recalled that while no solution was known at the time,
he had heard “a legend of sphere eversion.” According to the rumor, soon after
Smale’s proof was published, topologist Arnold Shapiro had found an explicit
solution and, before he died, had divulged it to several mathematicians, among
whom was René Thom. Phillips decided to write Thom a letter. In June 1964, he
received a reply confirming that the legend was true. The letter was short, two
pages of text with some elementary line diagrams describing Shapiro’s solution.

The central idea behind Thom’s sketches was the realization that a well-
known familiar surface, known as Boy’s surface, can serve as a point of depar-
ture. Named after Werner Boy, Boy’s surface is an immersion of the real projective
plane in regular three-dimensional Euclidean space.41 This fact was meaningful
because what mathematicians call the double cover of the real projective plane,
and hence Boy’s surface, is a sphere.42 Leaving the exact mathematical meaning
of these statements aside, what is important to note is that this realization effec-

Top: René Thom. Letter to
Anthony Phillips, 1964. 

Bottom: Anthony Philips.
Sketches, ca. 1966. 
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tively translated the problem of finding an
explicit eversion to finding a way to deform the
double cover of Boy’s surface (whose geometry
was relatively well known) into a sphere.43 This
was still a difficult task, yet a tractable one. In his
letter, Thom described how such a deformation
should proceed, focusing on key moves in the
transformation. While he included two sets of
line diagrams, Thom’s explanation was mostly
verbal and relied on familiarity with the geome-
try of Boy’s surface along with various tools of
differential topology.

Phillips was able to follow the line of reason-
ing laid out in Thom’s letter, but he wanted
more. The letter gave Phillips an idea as to a gen-
eral procedure; it explained how to avoid the
creation of creases and pinch points, but it did
not provide him with a complete description of
the process from start to finish. Phillips set to
work. During the summer he had a job at a gov-
ernment-sponsored research lab in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, but in his free time he relent-
lessly worked on the problem. He began drawing
illustrations of the process. One day, as he was
going over his drawings, he “found a sketch, a
way to understand it.”44 Thus, while laboring on
his drawings as he tried to translate Thom’s let-
ter into a coherent representational scheme,
Phillips first felt he grasped the problem.

Phillips not only had to comprehend the various steps in the deformation, how
the surface twisted and turned and what curves were created in the process; he
also had to devise a way to represent the process. This was no trivial matter. Phillips
“sliced” the sphere into a series of parallel rubber bands, or cross-sections, that
enabled him to follow simultaneously both the external and internal structure of
the sphere throughout the deformation. The illustrations he produced served as a
visual guide to the transformation.

Realizing that the problem might have an appeal beyond the mathematical
community, he contacted Martin Gardner, who edited a popular column on math-
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ematics for Scientific American. Gardner expressed interest, and “Turning a
Surface Inside Out” was published in May 1966. The article provides a short 
general introduction to the field of differential topology, but its heart is the
numerous illustrations that are included. By following the illustrations from A 
to S, the reader is instructed in how the deformation unfolds. As Phillips explains
in the text, “it is possible to understand the entire deformation by interpolating
the missing parts of the surface at each stage and checking that the changes in the
ribbons depicting various sections fit together coherently.”45 The difficulty of the
task the reader is asked to perform is hard to overemphasize. Although the illus-
trations are elaborate and highly detailed, much is left to the reader’s imagina-
tion. The illustrations function more as visual clues that direct the reader in how
to construct his or her own image of the eversion. They do not show, but rather tell. 

Phillips chose to publish in Scientific American “because it wasn’t a mathe-
matical result. It was just a visualization . . . there was no theorem.” As he said,
“the theorem was, ‘Wow! We can understand it.’”46 That theorems are the most
important currency among mathematicians is a truism. Phillips’s demonstration in
Scientific American was accepted as a demonstration only because mathematicians
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(following Smale’s proof) already believed the process was possible. Certitude was
the outcome not of visual demonstration but of formalistic deduction.

Yet, Phillips’s remark points to an important distinction he holds between
knowing something to be true and understanding why it is true. Phillips
explained the motivation behind his work: “We knew it can be done . . . as a 
particular consequence of Smale’s work, this double cover could be changed by
regular homotopy into a regular round sphere.” He then added, “Okay, but the
question was how to explain it, how to visualize it, and understand it.”47 All the
mathematicians who worked on the problem in the following decades repeated
this entanglement of understanding with visualization.

How should we think about the images Phillips produced? What sort of objects
did they illustrate? And, how did they function in relation to knowledge? Despite
his conviction to the contrary, the eversion Phillips depicted in his illustrations
differed from the one Shapiro discovered and described to his colleagues. The
insights Thom described in his letter to Phillips diverged from Shapiro’s. Thom
was repeating an idea that had already appeared as an aside to a 1961 article by
mathematician Nicolaas Kuiper, but the solution had not previously been worked
out from beginning to end. To conceive of Phillips’s illustrations simply as rep-
resentations of an already fully formed theoretical idea, or as instruments that aid
in formalizing understanding, would therefore be incorrect. Instead, the draw-
ings and the solution were mutually constitutive. The concrete and the abstract
were not posed one against the other but worked in tandem.48

“A Mental Movie”
The publication of Phillips’s article drew more mathematicians to the problem,
one of whom was Nelson Max. As a graduate student in the department of math-
ematics at Harvard University, Max came across Phillips’s original drawings even
before they appeared in print. He took the drawings home with him and worked
into the night, struggling to follow the various steps of the construction. Max later
explained his difficulty:

You could sort of see the different surfaces sliced open that way, but you
had to fit them together continuously in your brain to figure out how 
the whole surface would have looked if you hadn’t cut the slices that way,
and then you had to interpolate them in time to see how the deformation
would move.49

His difficulty—an inability to interpolate the images in time—prompted Max to
try to produce an animation of the problem.

Anthony Phillips. “Turning a
Surface Inside Out,” Scientific
American, 1 May 1966. Steps
7–12.
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During the summer of 1967, Max attended a conference on mathematics and
physics at the newly established Battelle Seattle Research Center.50 Among 
the participants were mathematicians Smale, Thom, and Bernard Morin, and
physicists Bryce DeWitt and Marcel Froissert. During the conference, Max was
introduced to the work of Morin, who, following the work of DeWitt, was devis-
ing a new procedure to turn the sphere inside out.51 Unlike Phillips’s demon-
stration, Morin’s did not involve a series of illustrations. Rather, in order to
communicate his ideas to his colleagues, Morin constructed a series of clay mod-
els of key stages in the deformation. Morin has been blind since the age of six. In
an interview several years ago, he explained, “our spatial imagination is framed
by manipulating objects . . . you act on objects with your hands, not with your
eyes. So being outside or inside is something that is really connected with your
actions on objects.”52 A tactile rather than visual sensation was instrumental to
Morin’s solution.

As James Griesemer notes, “The tactile, muscular, kinaesthetic experience of
working with a [three-dimensional] model brings experience to the mind in more
and different ways than the merely visual.”53 Mathematician Silvio Levy simi-
larly argues, “the fact that he [Morin] was one of the first people to understand
how a sphere can turn inside out is both a tribute to his ability and a convincing
proof that ‘visualization’ goes far beyond the physical sense of sight.”54 Morin’s
solution was manifested simultaneously both mentally and materially. This was
not an abstracted topology but a tangible one. Separating the formal description
of the solution from the three-dimensional clay models is an act done only 
in hindsight. As with Phillips’s drawing, the solution fully depended on the
medium. The clay models were not a post hoc representation of an already well-
conceived solution but were objects literally to think with.55

Following their meeting, Max decided to depict Morin’s rather than Phillips’s
version of the eversion.56 He first tried his hand in Claymation, but in 1968 he
came across his first computer graphics station and decided to produce a com-
puter animation of the problem.57 The newly available technology, Max reasoned,
would enable mathematicians not only to attain a sequential apprehension of the
eversion but a temporal perception of it. Max applied to the National Science
Foundation to fund his work, and in 1970, with the help of the Education
Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts, the Topology Films Project was
born.58 When he began, Max had no training in computer graphics, nor did he
have any training in film production. He faced two technical problems: first, how
to define the homotopy to the computer; second, how to determine an efficient
computation method for each frame through appropriate hardware. Six years
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would pass before Max completed the film.
In the summer of 1971, Max traveled to the University of Cambridge to use the

MultiObject system, a new interactive graphics program developed by mathe-
matician Andrew Armit. The system enabled the user to input a description of
the object he or she was interested in displaying as a combination of more basic
shapes (e.g., cylinders, circles, and squares). Max spent more than a week trying
to input into the computer a description of a single stage of the deformation but
soon learned that the task was much more difficult than he had imagined. Talking
to other users of the system, he found that the system worked successfully only
when the input was based on measurements of actual three-dimensional objects.
That is, no one had yet managed to use the system to render an object on the com-
puter screen following only a formal description of the object, whether mathe-
matical or textual. Luckily for Max, when he returned to the United States he
found that Pugh had the solution to his problem.

Pugh was determined to understand the geometry behind Smale’s proof. He
read Phillips’s Scientific American article but was left unsatisfied. However,
unlike Max, instead of resolving to animate the problem, Pugh became (in his
words) “obsessed” with building a model of a stage in the deformation. If for Max
the limiting factor of Phillips’s demonstration was its inherently static and dis-
crete nature, for Pugh the problem was that the demonstration was two-dimen-
sional. A flat representation, regardless of how accurately and masterfully it was
rendered, would always, as far as Pugh was concerned, be inadequate because it
failed to capture the three-dimensional character of the problem. “You couldn’t
turn the picture around,” Pugh explained. “A model, you can pick it up, you can
look at the bottom, the top, and you can see how it is organized.” Like Phillips
before him, Pugh became “convinced” that in order fully to conceptualize the
problem, he first had to make it.59

During a sabbatical at the Institut des hautes études scientifiques in 1969, Pugh
struggled to construct a model of the halfway stage of Morin’s eversion.60 He first
tried to build it out of plaster, then moved to papier-mâché, then during a sum-
mer in Nice tried his hand at fiberglass. Lacking prior training in the fine arts,
Pugh was repeatedly frustrated in his efforts. The plaster model quickly became
bulky as he added more and more layers, the papier-mâché was unstable, and
working with fiberglass turned out not only to be harmful to his health but much
harder to mold than anticipated. At the end of the year, Pugh finally came up with
a working solution: he realized the medium he sought was the very wire he had
been using as a frame in his other attempted models.

When Pugh returned to Berkeley, the department of mathematics relocated to
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a new building, Evans Hall. To celebrate the occasion, the department held a 
contest to decorate the entrance hall. Pugh won and set about constructing addi-
tional models (the first model was of a perfectly round sphere and the tenth was
Morin’s halfway model).61 The decision to display Pugh’s models fits within a
long mathematical tradition of exploiting the tension between the aesthetic and
the pedagogical values of mathematical models. At the turn of the century, many
mathematical centers across Europe and North America owned collections of
three-dimensional plaster and string models.62 The University of Göttingen, 
a major site for the production of these models, even had a separate room adjoin-
ing the mathematical library dedicated to their exhibition; they were also fre-
quently deployed in the classroom. During the first few decades of the twentieth
century, and in conjunction with the rise of mathematical modernism, these mod-
els fell out of fashion and were relegated to storage rooms and dusty cabinets.63

During this period, constructivist artists, including Naum Gabo, and surrealist
artists such as Max Ernst and Man Ray maintained an interest in mathematical
models. Ray, who visited Poincaré’s collection in Paris, completed a series of pho-
tographs of these models that he titled Mathematical Objects.64 He noted that the
“shapes were so unusual, as revolutionary as anything that is being done today
in painting or in sculpture.”65 The sculptural nature of Pugh’s models elicited
similar astonishment among his peers. However, unlike fin de siècle sculptural
models that represented fixed and static geometrical surfaces, the arrangement
of Pugh’s models in sequential order emphasized their topological (rather than
their geometric) origins. They indexed a process, not an object. As such, whereas
Ray commemorated found mathematical sculptures in photographs, Max resolved
to capture Pugh’s models on film.

Pugh recalled that as he was completing his work on all ten models, for exactly
one day he was finally able to close his eyes and “see” the deformation of the
sphere from beginning to end. He placed the ten models in a row on his work-
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bench and moved among
them. “They were big enough
that you could run your hands
along them . . . you could feel

the smoothness to it, kind of stroking them, and that kind of physical interaction
with the object is something that when you close your eyes you can still appre-
ciate.”66 The touch of the hand, the smoothness of the surface, and the motion of
the body as it proceeded from one model to the next reproduced, for Pugh, the
movement of the deformation in his mind’s eye. At that moment, tactile and kines-
thetic experience both grounded and forwarded theoretical understanding.67

When Max found out about Pugh’s models, he immediately recognized that
they provided a solution to his first technical problem. Over the course of a few
weeks, Max rented a car for the first time in his life and drove the models, two at
a time, across the Bay Bridge from Berkeley to Stanford. Using masking tape, he
divided the surface of the models into quadrilaterals and triangles, measuring
their location. He cut arrows out of cardboard and glued two at each vertex to rep-
resent the two tangent planes at that point on the surface. In order to measure the
coordinates of the tip of the cardboard arrow, Max stuck chewing gum to the end
of a string and held it to the tip of each arrow, noting on graph paper the tip’s
height and location. He entered the information interactively into a PDP-10 com-
puter using a program he wrote that was inspired by Armit’s MultiObject system.
When he finished, Max had finally succeeded in modeling on the computer 
the ten stages of the eversion. Finally, in order to animate the eversion, Max pro-
grammed the computer to interpolate between the static stages.

Max was not the first to interpolate between images to produce computer-gen-
erated animations. One of the first computer animation films, La faim/Hunger,
was produced by the National Film Board of Canada using graphic interpolation
(it won the Special Jury Prize at the 1974 Cannes Film Festival). The fundamental
difference between La faim and Max’s technique was that the key frames in La
faim consisted of artist’s drawings, whereas in Max’s film the stills were defined
by the physical measurement of Pugh’s models.68 The origin of the film in the
actual measurement of physical objects is evident in the final animation, which
calls upon a haptic rather than an optic sensitivity in its viewers.

Max resolved to depict the deformation both as a wire model and as a colored
shaded surface. Using a graphic display processor, which was developed at
Carnegie Mellon University and worked in conjunction with a PDP-11, Max was
able to create a sequence of wire frames, which he used for the first half of his
movie. Creating a shaded surface proved to be complicated.69 The surface of the

Opposite: Man Ray. “Surface de
Kummer a seize points doubles,
dont huit réels,” Cahiers d’art, 1936.

Left: La faim/Hunger, dir. Peter
Foldès, 1974.
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sphere was input to the computer as a collection
of patches (eighteen rectangular and eight trian-
gular), which were further divided into six-
by-six arrays to create smooth surfaces. At Case
Western Reserve University, Max used Evan and
Sutherland’s LDS2 animation machine in con-
junction with a PDP-11 to create a continuous
family of shaded opaque surfaces.70 Each frame
of the film had to be computed independently
with the computer controlling the advancement
of the film in the camera.

Throughout, Max had to solve technical prob-
lems, such as how to ensure that the surface
appears smooth at the edge where two patches
meet, as well as how to determine the correct
coloring of a patch that was in the process of
turning away from the viewer’s point of view. By
the time he presented his work at the SIGGRAPH
conference in 1976, his transition to computer
graphics was complete; he had become an expert
in scientific visualization. As such, his career tra-
jectory exemplifies much research on the sphere
eversion problem, which became over the years
“the ‘teapot’ of visualizable geometry.” In trying
to utilize computer graphics to study such topological problems, mathematicians
relied on existing tools but also constructed (most often in collaboration with
computer scientists) new programs uniquely suited to geometric modeling.71

Turning the Sphere Inside Out was novel because it represented the first com-
plete, temporally continuous visual demonstration of an eversion. The idea of
smooth movement may already be built into the definition of the problem, but
until Max’s film was released the movement involved in the homotopy was
implied rather than realized. Phillips, Pugh, and Max all describe their individ-
ual desire to be able to visualize a deformation of the sphere from beginning to
end. Only with the release of Max’s film were they able to see it. Computer 
animation thus enabled mathematicians to approach mathematical objects con-
tinuously rather than discretely.72 Consequently, as visualization techniques
changed, so did what constituted geometrical apprehension. Whereas the
impulse for mathematicians such as Phillips and Pugh was imaginatively to
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understand the geometry that was implied by the theorem, by the time Max 
completed his film, the homotopy itself began to be conceived of as a movie.

For example, in 1994 a team of mathematicians and computer graphics spe-
cialists produced Outside In, a computer animation of a sphere eversion based
on the ideas of Fields medalist William Thurston.73 Thurston explained his moti-
vation for developing yet another solution to the problem: “Pugh’s models were
beautiful, well-made, and each transition was clear. . . . It was also hard for me,
even after carefully studying them and following the sequence step by step, to
assemble them into a coherent story or a mental movie.”74 In narrating his own
study of the eversion, Thurston did not refer directly to Max’s film. However, his
desire for a “mental movie,” which he equated with having an “alive and direct”
understanding of the problem, points to a transformation in the imaginative prac-
tices mathematicians brought to bear on the problem. As Thurston noted, Outside
In represented an effort to use a “different, emerging medium, to communicate a
dimension of insight different from that typically conveyed by a mathematical
paper.”75 Mathematical animation had transformed from a means to an end; it
became a way of not only representing but of conceptualizing the problem.

“Something You Can Recreate in Your Mind”
Max accomplished what he had set out to do—namely, to produce a computer 
animation of a sphere turning inside out from start to finish. However, he sum-
marized the enterprise as “unsuccessful.” He explained, “I want[ed] people to
believe that you can turn the sphere inside out because it happens in front of their
eyes. I think that I convinced people of that.” And yet, he added, even after 
“seeing the film more than once . . . it is really hard to go away . . . with something
you can recreate in your mind . . . [something] that you really understood because
you could reproduce it.”76 Max worked on the film for six years, devoting hours of
labor and intellectual energy to its production. When the film came out, it stood
at the forefront of what was then possible to illustrate using computer animation.
Why then did he judge the project unsuccessful? The answer is discernable in the
difference Max draws between the film’s goals: on the one hand, to convince or
demonstrate and, on the other hand, to explain. Understanding, not belief, is what
Max hoped to foster in his audience.

According to Max, for the film to be successful it had to elicit in its audiences
a recapitulation of what it performed. Audiences must be able, as Max said,
imaginatively to “recreate” or “reproduce” the topological transformation them-
selves. At least in part, the perceived failure of the film was due to the difference
between the inherently perspectival nature of the computer display and the topo-

Opposite, top to bottom:
Turning a Sphere Inside Out, 
dir. Nelson Max, 1977. A vector
graphics display. 

Turning a Sphere Inside Out, 
dir. Nelson Max, 1977. A fully
shaded opaque rendering. 

Turning a Sphere Inside Out, 
dir. Nelson Max, 1977. A shaded
polygonal rendering.
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logical space it sought to emulate. The animation fostered haptic vision, but it
relied on a geometric perspective that privileged a fixed point of view from which
the observer could watch the demonstration as it unfolded in the space in front
of him or her. Moreover, sight by itself was insufficient exactly because it erased
the body’s mobility. Understanding, however, required a more active engagement
of the viewer. Aided by novel interactive computer technology, increased com-
putational power, and advancements in virtual reality, the mathematicians who
came next set out to foster just that.

The Optiverse came out in 1998. The work of a team at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign comprising mathematicians George Francis and
John Sullivan and computer graphics specialist Stuart Levy, it demonstrates yet
another solution to the eversion problem. What distinguishes the eversion
depicted in this film from its predecessors is that it was computed automati-
cally through a process of optimization. The minimax eversion, as it was named
by its creators, did not rely on a geometrical insight by some mathematician 
but instead on increases in computational capabilities. Commenting on the 
difference between their method and the ones that came before it, the creators 
of The Optiverse write, “for all of these eversions, their designers had to know 
a priori what they should look like, and then search for formulas capturing 
this behavior.”77 Theirs, they explain, was instead achieved by building
exploratory tools.

The creators of the minimax eversion did not try to program their geometrical
intuitions onto computer screens. Rather, using the Surface Evolver, a program
written by mathematician Ken Brakke for studying surfaces under various con-
straints, they instructed the computer to minimize what is known as the elastic
bending energy of the surface and then sought to depict on screen what an 
eversion constructed by such principles would look like. In Turning the Sphere
Inside Out, Max used available computational capabilities to interpolate between
frames, but the eversion itself was well conceived before its realization. In 
contrast, the deformation depicted two decades later in The Optiverse was deter-
mined computationally.78 Before they saw the homotopy unfold on the computer
screen before their eyes, the creators of The Optiverse had no idea how it might
transpire. The medium and the solution were one and the same.

In their analysis of the use of computer animation in the life sciences,
Christopher Kelty and Hannah Landecker argue that biological animations should
be understood not “in relation to the real” but “in relation to knowledge.”79 The
same undoubtedly applies to The Optiverse. The film is not indexical of some
external phenomenon but functions in relation to mathematical theory. Even

The Optiverse, dir. John M.
Sullivan, George Francis, 
and Stuart Levy, 1998.
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more surprising, the film constitutes what counts as knowledge in the act of its
realization. Like the solutions that came before it, the demonstration of the defor-
mation realized in The Optiverse did not precede its presentation but instead
completely depended on its digital realization. The creators of the film were able
to program their theoretical presuppositions, but the work of articulating a solu-
tion was fully delegated to the computer. Thus, more than an animation of a 
theory, The Optiverse can be described as a theory, animated.

Like Max before them, the creators of The Optiverse had to contend not only
with how to program the eversion but also with how to display it using available
graphic technologies. Instead of building upon already existing software, they
wrote their own real-time interactive computer animation software, AVN. That
software, which first ran on SGI workstations and later on laptops, controlled the
visualization and animation of the eversion that was computed with the Surface
Evolver. In an article detailing some of the main features of their software, the cre-
ators note that “the mathematician shares one significant attribute with the artist:
both prefer to make their own tools rather than limit their creativity to the con-
straints of ready-made tools available ‘off the shelf.’”80 What creative freedoms
were the creators of The Optiverse hoping to achieve? Two main features distin-
guish their work from that of their predecessors: first, the possibility of toggling
among several rendering techniques; second, a break from a fixed point of view.
Both of these capabilities, which they implemented in their program, assumed
an active user. More than a filmic demonstration, they sought to provide users
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with an exploratory space in the hope of teaching them how to inhabit topologi-
cal spaces imaginatively.

The main difficulty in comprehending the homotopy, according to the cre-
ators, was the phenomenon of intersecting surfaces moving in time. In order to
overcome this difficulty, they represented the eversion using various rendering
techniques. Employing color shading, transparency, and fragmentation, the sur-
face of the sphere is altered throughout the deformation, revealing and obscuring
in turn various features of the eversion. The creators were unable to escape the
perspectival nature of the display screen, but they tried to use various visualiza-
tion techniques to furnish the viewer with topologically meaningful information.
This does not mean that aesthetic criteria did not guide their choices. In devel-
oping their software, they borrowed the same “artistic conventions” that anatomists,
who confront similar difficulties, have used for centuries, appropriating them to
fit their topological needs. In the process, the “cut away,” “the window,” and the
“excised organ” become “conformal warping and shaping,” “geometrically mean-
ingful rendering and coloring,” and “isolating details.”81

They also depart from prior films in deciding to break away from a fixed point
of view. The “script” was not set in advance. Rather, the user is able to manipu-
late the deformation in real time. In order to understand the transformation, the
user, in their view, needs to project his or her agency onto the process. They give
users three modalities with which to watch the deformation: as a manipulable
object placed in a space in front of them, as a static object they can “move”
around, and finally as an object they can inhabit from within. In the first case the
point of view remains constant, but the sphere can be turned a full 360degrees at
any given moment throughout the transformation. In the second, the “camera”
can move around the sphere, observing it from any angle. Interacting with the
transformation, choosing its speed and perspectival unfolding, users can both 
literally and figuratively grasp the transformation.

The third case, however, presents the most challenging point of view to the
viewer and most actively challenges the perspectival nature of the display. At any
point during the transformation, users can choose to “step inside” the sphere and
observe the transformation as it would be perceived by a subject who was
“inside” the sphere. In an article describing their work on the film, Francis and
Sullivan draw an analogy between a two-dimensional window in a wall, which
“lets us look into a world, while blocking out the distracting periphery,” and an
equivalent “window” in three dimensions. The program, they explain, creates a
“positive 3D clipping box” that “blocks out the surrounding material, enabling
us to look at convoluted internal structure and processes, one part at a time, and
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from all sides.”82 The deformation still takes place in virtual space, but its 
producers now aim for the body of the mathematician to be projected into the
deformation rather than to observe it from the outside.

When run in a Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE), this “positive 
3D clipping box” is especially powerful, as it places the body of the viewer
“inside” the sphere. Unlike the user watching a computer screen, in the CAVE
the sphere appears to evert around the user. Lifting one’s head up, moving it 
to the right or the left, the images the user sees readjust to reflect his or her chang-
ing point of view. Stepping forward, the user is given the illusion of passing
through the surface of the sphere as what is “hidden” behind him or her comes
into view. Kinesthetic and visual perceptions are joined. Banished by the com-
puter, the body now returns, moving through the CAVE and the sphere, manipu-
lating its surface.83

This is not to suggest that this process is straightforward. Francis and Sullivan
acknowledge that only through training can the user learn how to navigate such
a space. “Guiding this 3D probe about—much like a pre-literate child will follow
words with her finger—we can explore the sphere eversion.”84 That is, only
through a process of inculcation can users learn how to navigate “inside” a
sphere. To what degree the program succeeds in providing users with an appre-
ciation of topological space is impossible to determine. Yet the software clues us
in to how the programmers conceived of topological observation. In order imag-
inatively to inhabit a topological space, they ask the user to approach it not from
the outside but from the inside.

While they celebrate the opportunities afforded by new technological innova-
tion, Francis and Sullivan recognize that it comes with its own limitations. In
2003, the two mathematicians published an article expounding on the technical
aspects of their work and the representational possibilities occasioned by
advancements in computer graphics. Nonetheless, the authors conclude their
article by describing not virtual but “sculptural” models. The former, they note,
have many advantages over the latter, but “despite many advances in virtual reality,
immersive environments, and holography, real physical models still have other
advantages.” That is, “they give a sense of concreteness which is hard to find in
the virtual world.”85 The virtual and the material do not need to be positioned
against one another. Rather, they are here complementary strategies whereby 
one gives what the other takes and vice versa. In a complete reversal of events,
the computational data from the program was used to print three-dimensional
stereolithography models of key stages in the eversion. Francis and Sullivan pre-
sented these models to Morin.  
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Conclusion
During an interview, Phillips summarized
the history of the sphere eversion prob-
lem, noting that “the real research is into
human perception.” He explained, “the
whole point is to have people with our
evolutionarily constructed three-dimen-
sional minds understand this process,
which is very hard.”86 Since the nature of
the eversion challenged the limits of sen-
sory apprehension, his own topological
investigations in the 1960s, he suggested,
were also explorations of human percep-
tion. Writing a few years before Phillips
began drafting his illustrations, Maurice
Merleau-Ponty drew a similar connection between topology and perception. 
If “Euclidean space is the model for perspectival being,” he wrote in his post -
humously published notes, then “topological space, on the contrary, [is] a milieu
in which are circumscribed relations of proximity, of envelopment, etc.”87

Topology, Merleau-Ponty proposed, offers a model for human perception that
breaks away from Cartesian epistemology. Instead of positing a knowing subject
and an objective world exterior to that subject, topology reaffirms the whole body
as a site of perception.

Merleau-Ponty’s appeal to topology might be read as a useful metaphor with
which to rethink theories of embodied perception. Yet for topologists themselves,
the sphere eversion became a topological laboratory with which to rethink the
limits of perception. In trying to attain a more comprehensive grasp on the prob-
lem, one that went beyond theoretical understanding, topologists were forced
time and again to attune their senses to the topological phenomenon of the sphere
eversion. Building upon a host of technological mediations, they aimed to bring
all their perceptual faculties to bear on the problem, from optic, to tactile, to haptic,
to kinesthetic sensation. Thus, theories of perception were not merely side effects
but rather were at the heart of topologists’ attempts to comprehend the sphere
eversion. Explorations of topological spaces were by their nature also inquiries
into human perception, its extensions, mediations, and limits.

Merleau-Ponty suggests that a faithful mode of embodied perception requires
a topological conception of space: “I describe perception as a diacritical, relative,
oppositional system—the primordial space as topological (that is, cut out in a
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total voluminosity which surrounds me, in which I am, which is behind me as
well as before me . . .).”88 Instead of a metric Euclidean conception of space, topol-
ogy calls for a qualitative appreciation of space. Topological space is, as such, a
site of intentional embodied experience prior to any reflective thought. Space
does not extend in front of but expands around the subject, seeing and being
seen, touching and being touched.

Perhaps, then, theories of perception and topological theories should be exam-
ined in tandem. Both perception and topology function in relation to perspectival
Euclidean space. As a modern mathematical field, topology broke away from pro-
jective space by considering exactly those qualities of figures that remain fixed
under smooth transformations, regardless of distance. A phenomenological theory
of perception similarly sought to move beyond perspectival space and its asser-
tion of vision as the primary mode of perception. That is, both are reactions to the
union of vision and Euclidean geometry.89 Yet, in grappling with topological
spaces beyond abstract formalism, mathematicians returned to media governed
by projective space, whether print, three-dimensional models, or computer
graphics. In the process, topological investigations became a way for mathemati-
cians to query bodily perception. So too for phenomenologists following
Merleau-Ponty: reflecting upon the nature of human perception demands a spatial
modality that extends beyond a strictly quantitative notion of space. Instead of
considering the two as separate domains that are brought to bear on one another
in a post hoc fashion either metaphorically or operationally, they can be under-
stood better as two parallel developments that inform one another.

For this reason I suggest manifestation as the joint between theories of per-
ception and theories of topology. Offering ways of engaging with mathematical
entities that stretch beyond the symbolic, mathematical manifestations do not
function within a referential framework.90 Beyond representation, manifestation
emphasizes not a simple one-way relation between a fully formed idea and its
material instantiation but the fact that the two are mutually constitutive. Over the
years, mathematicians working on the problem sought to make evident to the eye
and the hand what were otherwise formalized and well-defined mathematical
structures and procedures. That is, they operated in relation to (topological)
knowledge, not in relation to the “real.” In the process, the thoroughly mediated
approach to mathematical sense-making that emerged from applying computer
graphics to topology demanded a new mathematical observer, one attuned to per-
ceiving topological rather than geometrical spaces.

More than referring to the specific topological problem at hand, the process of
turning inside out or outside in also offers a model of mathematical perception

Bernard Morin holding a model
created by Stewart Dickson with
a 3-D printer, 2000. Courtesy
John M. Sullivan.
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that places mathematicians’ bodies at its center. Instead of adhering to a stance
that posits the abstract against the concrete and the symbolic against the material,
inside out points to the traffic between the two and invites a phenomenological
inquiry into mathematical practice. Trained mathematicians’ bodies are the junc-
tions, sutures, and conduits that transduce mathematical entities, manifesting
them both mindfully and materially.91 These processes are not binary. Instead,
mathematical manifestation is one way that mathematicians evert the two. The
mathematicians who have worked on the sphere eversion have actively sought to
breach gaps between the sensed and the sensible.
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